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Lippstadt, 11 May 2022

IFAT 2022: HELLA presents lighting solutions for ideal lighting
conditions in Munich
▪

HELLA FMS Base / FMS Prime work lights provide perfect close-range illumination
around the vehicle

▪

VISIOTECH projection technology makes visual communication possible

The lighting and electronics expert HELLA will be presenting lighting solutions from 30.
May to 03 June 2022 at IFAT in Munich. IFAT is the world's leading trade fair for
environmental technologies and an international meeting place for water, sewage, waste
and raw materials management. It is held every two years; in 2020 it had to be cancelled
due to the Corona pandemic. This year HELLA presents itself with a brand new booth
layout. The focus of the trade show presentation will be on product solutions that ensure
ideal visibility and thus increase safety at work. It will include work lights, module
headlamps, reversing lights, front lights, rear combination lamps, warning lights and
auxiliary warning systems.
One of HELLA's innovative exhibition highlights this year is the HELLA FMS Base / FMS
Prime work light. The flat and compact work light impresses with a light output of 1,200
or 2,500 lumens. Thanks to the small dimensions, the work lights are particularly suitable
for installation situations with little space. Even at high driving speeds, they offer hardly
any area exposed to the wind. They distribute the light evenly downwards into the
working area when mounted on a flat wall, and thus provide perfect close-range
illumination around the vehicle. The FMS work lights are equipped with efficient and longlasting LEDs, are dustproof and waterproof, and are available with black, red or white
housing colour. The rugged die-cast aluminium housing with CoroSafe coating is
corrosion resistant
Another highlight is the VISIOTECH projection module developed by HELLA. Thanks to
the new VISIOTECH projection technology, danger zones can be marked in the work
area. HELLA is thus taking the next step to further improve safety in the work area for
municipal vehicles. With appropriately equipped projection modules, individual
illuminations and symbols can be projected onto the floor. Warning lights with
VISIOTECH technology, such as the SL60, can display lines in blue or red on the
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ground and further increase safety in everyday work through this form of visual
communication. Thus, it is obvious from far off that a vehicle is in service and involved
in operations.
Get to know HELLA's extensive, innovative product range in more detail at IFAT
in Munich in Hall C5, Stand 414. IFAT is open Monday through Thursday from 9 a.m.6 p.m. and Friday from 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.

Please note: This text and corresponding photo material can also be found in our press database
at: www.hella.com/press
About HELLA
HELLA is a listed subsidiary of Faurecia. Together they operate under the overarching umbrella
brand FORVIA. Within the factual group, HELLA stands for high-performance lighting technology
and automotive electronics. At the same time, the company covers a broad service and product
portfolio for the spare parts and workshop business as well as for manufacturers of special
vehicles with its Business Group Lifecycle Solutions. HELLA has 36,000 employees at more than
125 locations worldwide and generated currency and portfolio-adjusted sales of € 6.5 billion in
the fiscal year 2020/2021.
About FORVIA
FORVIA comprises the complementary technology and industrial strengths of Faurecia and
HELLA. With over 300 industrial sites and 77 R&D centers, 150,000 people, including more than
35,000 engineers across 40+ countries, FORVIA provides a unique and comprehensive approach
to the automotive challenges of today and tomorrow. Composed of six Business Groups with 24
product lines, and a strong IP portfolio of over 14,000 patents, FORVIA is focused on becoming
the preferred innovation and integration partner for OEMS worldwide. FORVIA aims to be a
change maker committed to foreseeing and making the mobility transformation happen.
www.forvia.com
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